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2020 Marketing Interest Groups 
Marketing Interest Groups formed to address the following subjects: 

• Bundling 
• CCPA/Privacy 
• 5G 
• Digital Retention 

Included in this document are mission/overview, a year-end summary and call notes for each 
group. 
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Bundling 
Participants 
Altice – Pedro Pinheiro 
Armstrong – Peter Grewar 
Charter – David Gray 
Cox – Betty Jo Roberts 
Cox – Sid Negretti 
Mediacom – Dianne Schanne 
Rogers – Helene Bahsous 
Rogers – Mustafa Zileli 
Shaw – Dale Turner 
Shaw – Karin Borgersen 
 

Mission/Overview 
In 2020, the group wanted to assess the best practices in the post-landline world and include approaches 
to integrating OTT products within current MSO customer experiences.  
 
With the advent of COVID-19, the group pivoted to discussing approaches to handle the current market 
situation and shifting consumer behavior.  On the July call, Cox presented “Thoughts around emerging 
post-pandemic segments.”  Cox research unveiled insights on consumer perceptions around the bundle, 
as well as consumer priorities around home connectivity. Two potential market solutions are a Work from 
Home bundle allowing for higher internet speeds, enhanced customer care, and unlimited data usage, 
and a two-modem solution for homes to separate schooling from work.   

The subsequent group discussion addressed sales activity compared to the start of the pandemic, current 
perspectives on video in relation to internet, and changes in internet offerings to customers. 

 

Year-End Summary 
 
The group’s initial objective was to continue assessing best practices in bundling in the post-landline 
world and the integration of OTT products. Most companies reported increases in internet-only 
subscribers on the February call, and approaches to bundling video sales varied. From April forward, 
focus of the group shifted to dealing with the pandemic, its impacts on business and the associated 
recovery plans. This included strategy around Keep America Connected and hardship offers and how to 
maintain and migrate these subscribers over time. Many companies had seen peaks and were beginning 
to see sales waning by end of April. By July, most members were focusing on product and bundle 
offerings to meet changing consumer needs, including work from home. 

 
Call Notes – February 10 

Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Deepa Venkataraman welcomed the group and gave an overview of the call agenda. 
 
Call Attendees: 
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Dianne Schanne, Mediacom 
David Gray, Charter 
Pedro Pinheiro, Altice 
Deepa Venkataraman, CTAM 
Ariane Guardarramas, CTAM 

 

Group Objective 
 

The 2020 group objective will be to continue to assess the best practices in the post-landline world and 
include approaches to integrating OTT products within current MSO customer experiences. 

2020 Topic Areas 
 
The group noted the following topics of interest: 
 

• Reasons behind acceleration of cording cutting in early 2020 (customers opting for internet-only 
packages) 

o All 3 MSOs on the call, Altice, Charter + Mediacom noted they indeed have seen an 
increase in internet-only packages.  

o Altice mentioned they saw a higher increase in cord cutting this January which was after 
a recent Altice price increase. 

o Charter’s internet packages continue to grow steadily and account for the bulk of their 
customer relationship growth.  Charter has had some success with streaming services 
but does deploy these offers broadly – they are targeted to specific customers.  Charter 
also stated that the largest of the virtual MVPDs customers have migrated to, increased 
their rates at the end of 2019.   

o Mediacom noted the increase has not just been in early 2020 though, it’s been consistent 
and believes it is part of their deliberate strategy as Mediacom has made a commitment 
not to sell video at a loss.  The other reason is simply that some consumers struggle to 
afford bundled packages. 

• What is video’s role in the bundle? 
o Charter is committed to the Bundle and feels their opportunity to still continue to drive 

penetration to their double and triple play bundles. 
o Mediacom is focused on HSB from a promotional perspective, and all offers associated 

are with high speed data products.  The messaging is primarily on superior speed, 
performance, and reliability.  They sell in the video for customers who want it but not 
much time is spent promoting in the market.  Mediacom relies on their sales channels for 
selling in video and reps are incentivized for this. Mediacom has some initiatives around 
launching an IT video solutions as well as partnerships with OTT.    

• Targeted Internet-Only Customer Packages? 
o Charter has spent a lot of time and energy on reaching consumers “where they are” and 

providing the opportunity to test packages before going into a subscription.  Charter has 
gathering learnings from these experiences and could possibly share on a future call.  

• Tactics to Generate Upsell Opportunities 
• What is the right positioning of the message for acquisition in general? 
• OTT 
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Next Steps 
 

 
• CTAM to email group to confirm topics + schedule a monthly call through September 2020.  
• Charter to share insights on targeting on a future call 

 
 
 
Call Notes – April 28 
 

Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Deepa Venkataraman welcomed the group and gave an overview of the call agenda. 
 
Call Attendees: 
 
Colin McWhinnie, Shaw 
Dianne Schanne, Mediacom 
David Gray, Charter 
Pedro Pinheiro, Altice 
Sidd Negretti, Cox 
Deepa Venkataraman, CTAM 
Ariane Guardarramas, CTAM 

 

Group Discussion:  What are your current priorities in light of the current market factors, 
specifically COVID-19? 
 
 
Altice 
 
Altice is doing well from a growth perspective amid the pandemic.  They have been able to maintain 
installations using social distancing practices.  They have noticed people have moved from the city in light 
of the virus and into Altice footprints and thus has increased installs. 
 
The issue they are continuing to face, but is now more pronounced, is that customers are taking internet- 
only packages. 
 
Altice is now seeing a slowdown in recent weeks of overall growth. perhaps due to customer financial 
situations resulting from pandemic business shutdowns.  
 
In the West there has been strong growth, largely from internet-based customers, and take rate of high 
speeds (gig speeds).  Altice Advantage for low-income customers has been given away free and is not 
included in the growth figure.  Altice is now figuring out how to migrate these customers into paying 
customers. 
 
For retention of new customers gained from the pandemic, Altice is working toward retention plans, but it 
is still too early to have any plans set in stone.   
 
Charter 
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Charter has many of the same trends as Altice.  Charter has received a very high volume into its call 
centers, which has been challenging.  Charter has shifted to self-installs only.  Mobile has also faced 
challenges due to lack of traffic in retail stores. 
 
Charter has implemented seasonal offers for small business owners who have faced hardships amidst 
the pandemic.   
 
Charter has retention plans in place for two-month educational offers.  For longer-terms business 
retention, Charter is in planning stages. 
Cox 
 
Cox is working on 3 efforts to retain new customers gained amid the virus: 
 

1. Looking at lower-end customers through the Keep America Connected pledge and putting into 
place education and reactivation efforts for when the promo ends. 

2. Looking into the second half of the year and a possible resurgence of the virus in the Fall and 
how to help customers stay connected 

3. Expanding what they consider the affordability target – determining what services customers 
need, reconsidering long-term customer value and what they can do to get customers in the right 
bundle as customers transition. 

 
Mediacom 
 
Mediacom is partnering with school districts in their footprints to provide Internet service to low-income 
households.  The school is providing the laptops and paying for the Internet service, but Mediacom is 
waiving install fees, etc.  Each school has a customized approach and design to the issue and is looking 
at this as a long-term solution to ensure all students have access to the Internet. 
 
Mediacom is working on how to communicate the assistance program to school districts but wants to 
ensure schools understand it is a partnership – currently, there any marketing for this service in the 
marketplace.  
 
Mediacom does not have self-installs so to make installs easier they have gotten innovative and actually 
have techs standing outside a home and walking a customer through the install via phone.  They are 
limiting installs to one box and local broadcast only for now. 
 
Mediacom has seen some drop-off from peak but is still at a high take rate (internet still at 40% higher 
than normal).  Attach rate for video is very low (25% on internet). 
 
Mediacom has found the virus has been a reason for customers to upgrade to higher Internet speeds. 
 
Shaw 
 
Shaw is now providing self-installs almost exclusively. Gross sales and disconnects are down.  Shaw saw 
a slight growth in 1P and a shift to month-to-month internet plans.  Video on demand has significantly 
increased. 
 
Many “snowbird” accounts came back early in March versus their usual time in April and May.  
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Shaw has not changed their onboarding contract.  They temporarily paused disconnects and waived fees 
for people changing their contracts.   
 
Shaw is seeing a decrease in sales, now possibly due to Retail being shut down and door to door sales 
paused. 
 

Next Steps 
 

 
• The group will plan to continue the COVID-19 impact discussion on the next call. 
• Reminder: Please reach out to CTAM with any questions or topics for group discussion.  

 
Call Notes – July 28 
 

Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Deepa Venkataraman welcomed the group and gave an overview of the call agenda. 
 
Call Attendees: 
 
Altice - Pedro Pinheiro 
Charter - David Gray 
Cox - Scott Sandall 
Cox - Sidd Negretti 
Mediacom - Dianne Schanne 
Shaw - Colin McWhinnie 
Deepa Venkataraman, CTAM 
Ariane Guardarramas, CTAM 

 
 

Cox Presentation on “Thoughts around emerging post-pandemic segments” 
 
Sidd Negretti and Scott Sandall, Cox reviewed the attached presentation.   
 
Cox has been working to understand consumer insights during these last several months where the 
pandemic has changed behaviors.  The following consumer insights were gathered during their research: 
 

• Need for speed, reliability and Wi-Fi coverage still is paramount 
• Using devices simultaneously is happening more often – homeschooling, remote workers, etc.  
• Growing consumer importance for both download and upload speeds 
• More consumer interest in optimizing internet speed and security 

 
Cox also noted that the impact of COVID-19 has caused outlooks on Bundles to change.  Consumer 
budgets have changed but also the need for working and learning from home.  This will influence what 
bundles customers choose.   
 
To address these changes, Cox is working on two market solutions.   
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The first would be a “Work from Home” bundle that includes higher speed, panoramic Wi-Fi modem, Cox 
Complete Care (3rd party tech support) and data usage unlimited plan.  This would be transactional  
 
The second would be to deploy a two-modem solution for certain homes – for example, one modem for 
work and one for family usage/homeschooling, etc.  This would allow separate, dedicated Wi-Fi and 
security for households.  Cox’s technology team, so far, does not think there will be any issues with 
competing SSIDs in household’s who integrate two modems. There could be concern with network 
congestion, but Cox will exclude nodes where there are high levels of congestion to avoid customers 
having issues with this product. 
 
 
 

Group Discussion: Pandemic-related shifts in perception on the bundle  
 
 
Altice 
 
Altice has not developed any specific products/ bundles because of the pandemic.  
 
Altice has seen lower sales volumes in July then they have in the past few months.  
 
Altice feels there is still room for video in the bundle; as streaming grows, how can we add value to 
broadband., and maintain the segment that values video (at a lower price point than what they currently 
pay? 
 
Altice notes the triple play continues to decline overall but feels if it is positioned right in some channels it 
can be an added PSU.  A phone add-on has helped in slowing down ARPU decline, adding in dollars. 
 
Charter 
 
Charter still has good sales momentum, but they do see differences in how things are playing out in 
legacy Charter versus legacy TWC and Bright House areas.    
 
Cox 
 
Cox has a bifurcated approach currently to the bundle, focusing on premium and access to sports 
content, and switches from the legacy product to Contour X.   
 
Cox also has an internet-only prepaid solutions for customers who need to manage their budgets 
monthly.  Cox is exploring whether to add other components to the prepaid solution – primarily streaming 
video.   
 
Mediacom 
 
Mediacom has seen sales volume slowly decline since the highest activity peaked in April.  However, they 
are still at a 6-7% higher sales rate YoY. 
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Mediacom almost exclusively promotes their Internet services and that will remain their focus.  However, 
Mediacom will always have their linear video product that can be added to Internet.  They will look to add 
value to assist customers in managing their video content through their internet pipeline. 
 
Shaw 
 
Shaw relaunched their entire internet rate card in late May.  This allowed Shaw to provide an expanded 
option of services for all consumers. These options include two high end products with Gig service as well 
as a basic internet service.  There is also the same “everyday pricing” for new and existing customers.  
With those changes they have seen great results – many consumers opted for Gig services including 
many from their existing base.   
 
Shaw is focused on Video attach rates now that their internet product is performing strong. 

Next Steps 
 

 
• The group decided to wait to have the next call until after the summer.  The next call was 

scheduled for September, however no further calls were deemed needed by group members. 

 
CCPA/Privacy 
 

Participants 
Charter – Scott Cowperthwait 
Comcast – Katie Lubenow 
Cox – Charles Scarborough 
Cox – Chris Shaffer 
Cox – Wendy Rosen 
 
Mission/Overview 
 
This team was formed in 2019 to collaborate on preparations for CCPA implementation. 2020 focus 
shifted to a broader perspective on cable’s adherence and fidelity to consumer privacy. CTAM reviewed 
privacy policies of Charter, Comcast, and Cox to identify consistent topics and themes. Several important 
policies are common to all three - although expression of policies differ somewhat - including: 
 

o You have a right to privacy/we recognize your right to privacy/we value the trust you place in us 
when you use our products & services 

o We safeguard the information we collect 
o We do not sell personally identifiable information 

 
Members from these companies are considering whether the industry has a collective opportunity to 
proactively communicate about its care for consumer data and, if so, how such messaging could be 
addressed.   
 

Year-End Summary 
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No team calls were held. CCPA/Privacy group participants considered whether the industry has a 
collective opportunity to proactively communicate about its care for consumer data. Members decided not 
to pursue further action at this time. 
 

5G 
 
Participants 
Charter – David Gray 
Comcast – Cheri Davies 
Comcast – Eileen Diskin 
Comcast – Ginny Too 
Comcast – Jim Powel 
Comcast – Peter Intermaggio 
Comcast – Sarah New 
Cox – Jennifer Rich 
Cox – Wendy Rosen 
Mediacom – Dianne Schanne 
Rogers – Sameer Sheth 
Shaw – Lisa Cooke 
 
Mission/Overview 
 
The 5G group started in 2020 with best practices for messaging vs. fixed in-home 5G by documenting 
current MSO activity in the space and collecting existing research and analysis on early 5G rollouts.  The 
group is now working on messaging - specifically, a common vocabulary we can use that tells the 
industry’s great story about the robust fiber-based networks and the superior broadband services riding 
on those networks.   
The phases and timing of messaging will vary by MSO depending on product set, competition in the local 
markets, etc. but generally fall into two main phases: 
 

 Telling the best story of our networks and broadband services, shoring up speeds and network 
performance, and generally cementing the existing base. 

 De-positioning mobile 5G as a viable substitute for in-home broadband and de-positioning fixed 
wireless in-home 5G. 
 

Year-End Summary 
 
The group began mid-summer, discussing 5G competitors in each member market. Cox readout of 5G 
research in late summer revealed three keys to defending against 5G: focus on low cost/flexibility; 
redefine the enemy; and make it easier (and more compelling) to do business with Cox. T-Mobile was 
identified as the 5G competitor to watch, with the noted weakness (opportunity) that consumers tend to 
find that 5G is not what they thought it would be.   
 
For now, Comcast’s message for 5G will be that it is not an adequate replacement for in home internet – 
the safe bet is your ISP. 
 
Agency Hatch130 has been engaged to help define the messaging framework for 5G. This includes both 
an umbrella message and a set of proof points that work across the broader audience; sub-messaging 
statements and proof points will be more focused on different segments’ needs/interests. Hatch initially 
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identified 3 groups most likely to consider switching to 5G: Movers, life-changers, and remote 
workers/learners and presented an initial framework in September. On a subsequent call, Hatch130 
presented messaging touchpoints to combat 5G, using the Mover audience as the target. Once concepts 
are defined and approved by the 5G group, Hatch will message test consumer-facing messaging and 
creative.  
 
The goal is for CTAM to use the 5G Messaging Framework & Execution recommendations in the Industry 
Positioning effort as well as with the Mover Program. Additionally, MSOs will have this messaging to 
inform and add to their own work.  

 
Call Notes – July 8 
 

Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Mark Snow welcomed the group and provided an overview for the call. 
 
Call Attendees: 
 
Charter – David Gray 
Comcast – Peter Intermaggio 
Comcast – Sarah New 
Cox – Jennifer Rich 
Cox – Wendy Rosen 
Mediacom – Dianne Schanne 
Shaw – Erica Shield 
 
Background: 
 
The 5G Team was developed by a request from the CTAM Co-op Board.  The CTAM 5G Team was 
formed in 2019 and has met to discuss best practices for competitive messaging around 5G.   
 
The purpose of today’s meeting is to discuss the group’s scope for future topics and where the group will 
be going coming out of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 

Group Discussion 
 
 
Comcast 
 
Comcast is focused on positioning and messaging around the product level.  Comcast is most focused on 
T-Mobile as a competitor.  Comcast’s standard competitor playbook strategy includes – positive 
messaging around their own internet product, how to deposition their competitor’s offer and what they can 
do to go after T-Mobile and convert mobile customers.   
 
Comcast is exploring T-Mobile offering – and notes that T-Mobile’s 5G is the slowest 5G - so Comcast is 
considering whether to deposition them as the slowest of the 5G offering. In testing, T-Mobile’s 5G is only 
marginally better than 4G. 
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Comcast conducted research on 5G installs in test markets – it was difficult to find consumers to get the 
5G service, but once they found eligible service locations, they found 5G installs took 6-8 hours with one 
install taking 2 days, but these installs times have since improved.  In Houston, TX for those with 
hurricane double pane windows, they found that they create signal issues.  However, for the consumers 
who have been installed they have been pleased with the service. 
 
Comcast noted that in Verizon’s playbook, one strategy is to offer 3 months free service to consumers 
and Sonic, as a tier 2 provider, is using this strategy as well. 
 
Comcast feels the scope of the group should be around product messaging and it would be helpful to 
create an Executive narrative. 
 
Cox 
 
Cox does not have a 5G communications strategy yet.  However, Cox feels there are many ways to 
capture consumer’s attention around why they may not want 5G and Cox will be thinking of products to 
put forward as competitive alternatives to 5G.  The potential concerns to consumers could be tethering 
devices, weather related connections impacts, expense, etc. and other hurdles that consumers will have 
to go through to accept a new alternative. 
 
Mobile substitution is a low-end demographic for Cox which is counter to what 5G is – there is a differing 
opinion within in Cox on how 5G will influence that.  Cox feels 5G fixed wireless will have impact from 
Verizon from a competitive standpoint but feels it will be limited for a while. 
 
 
Shaw 
 
Shaw launched their Gig speed internet in late May.  They introduced a whole new tier of speeds and has 
changed their name to Fibre+ Gig.  Shaw does not have the fixed home 5G competitors that the USA has 
so they are in a very different situation than others.  They would like to continue to be a part of the share 
and learn conversation but will not take a lead role as the dynamics are very different in Canada for this 
initiative.  
 
CTAM 
 
Mark Snow noted that Gaston Vaneri of Cox contacted CTAM with an idea to buy ad space around 
consumers who are doing speed test on Ookla. Therefore, CTAM has licensed the Ookla speed test, 
under private label, and has added it to the Smartmove.us website.  CTAM will begin buying ad space 
around speed tests to draw consumers in to educate them on why an old cell phone will not reach gig 
speeds, etc.  
 
CTAM’s annual Mover Study will be completed this month, being that there could be enough sample for 
5G questions, CTAM could add a recontact study to add specific questions around 5G.   
 

Action Items/Next Steps 
 

 
• To view Cord-cutting Mitigation messaging CTAM has created, please visit 

www.smartmove.us/choice   
• CTAM to send the group the CTAM Broadband Study (emailed by Mark Snow on July 8) 

http://www.smartmove.us/choice
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• CTAM to poll group for the best day/time for monthly calls.  
• Possible topic for next call 

o Show/Tell on Research work done on 5G 

 
Call Notes – August 19 
 

Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Mark Snow welcomed the group and provided an overview for the call. 
 
Call Attendees: 
 
Charter – David Gray 
Comcast – Peter Intermaggio 
Comcast – Ginny Too 
Comcast – Jim Powel 
Comcast – Sarah New 
Cox – Wendy Rosen 
Mediacom – Dianne Schanne 
 

Cox 5G Research Readout 
 
Wendy Rosen, Director, Consumer Insights, Cox presented the attached Cox’s 5G Research overview.  
 
Highlights include: 
 

• Cox completed an online survey among 1,949 internet subscribers in their footprint to size and 
define the 5G target market by understanding those consumers most likely to switch to 5G 
solutions. 

• There is a high level of overlap among consumers interested in both 5G Cellular and 5G Fixed 
Wireless. 

• Consumers find benefit in assumed cost savings and faster speeds, but express concerns with 
having to purchase a new 5G capable phone, trying unproven technology and exceeding data 
plan limits. 

• Consumers find similar benefits with 5G Fixed Wireless; In addition to unproven technology, 5G 
FW causes some concern about line of sight & number of homes in service from single 
transmitter. 

• Cox found seven themes in the data that can inform 5G defense.  Each theme is supported by a 
target consumer profile. 

• Defending Against 5G: 
o Focus on Low Cost/Flexibility 
o Redefine the Enemy 
o Make it Easier (and more compelling) to Do Business with Cox 
 

Industry Analyst Take on the State of 5G Today and Tomorrow 
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Mark Snow provided an overview of the attached excerpts from a recent discussion with Industry Analyst, 
Jonathan Chaplin of New Street Media which detailed his take on the State of 5G.   
 

How are MSOs Approaching 5G for now? 
Comcast 
 
Comcast sees T-Mobile as the near-term threat with regards to 5G because of their coverage and 
wiliness to make big plays as well as their strong brand and customer loyalty.   
 
5G is a risk and opportunity area but how so we think about T-Mobile – what is unique to T-Mobile versus 
other 5G competitors?  Comcast feels there is a win back opportunity as consumers find 5G is not what 
they thought it would be.   
 
For now, Comcast’s message for 5G will be that it is not an adequate replacement for in-home internet – 
the safe bet is your ISP. 
 
 
Charter 
 
Charter agrees w Comcast, T-Mobile has a different track record and approach to the business. 
 
Cox 
 
Cox also agrees that T-Mobile is the competitor to watch. 
 

Action Items/Next Steps 
 

Topic for next call: 
• CTAM to provide 5G messaging concepts to review during the next call. 

 
 
 
Call Notes – September 16 

Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Mark Snow welcomed the group and provided an overview for the call. 
 
Call Attendees: 
 
Charter – David Gray 
Cox – Wendy Rosen 
Mediacom – Dianne Schanne 
Rogers – Andre Martineau 
 

5G Messaging Framework Overview 
 
Scott Lilly, Hatch 130, presented the attached 5G Messaging Framework overview.  
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Highlights include: 
 

• 5G was assessed in the following areas: 
o Infrastructure/Safety  
o Security 
o Expense 
o Time 

• Hatch 130’s assessment covered both wireless and fixed 5G with the latter being the biggest 
competition for MSOs. 

• There are several reasons why Broadband-Based Wi-Fi is best  
o Reliability 
o Accessibility 
o Simple 
o Secure 
o Safe 

• Groups most likely to consider switching to 5G include: 
o Movers 
o Life-Changers 
o Remote workers/learners 

 
Group Discussion 
 

• Cox mentioned during their research they found that “performance first” – tech savvy, early 
adopter consumers were most likely to try 5G – they asked if the groups identified by Hatch 
included those types of consumers.  Hatch confirmed indeed some early adopters are included in 
their groups identified as most likely to switch. 

• Mediacom asked if the group believes the two technologies of 5G Mobile and Wi-Fi could co-
exist.  The group agreed they could co-exist as 5G Mobile is not the right tool for working at 
home, etc. whereas that’s where broadband in the home takes precedence.   

• The group also discussed whether the message and benefits should be the same across the 
groups likely to consider 5G and determined the benefits will be the same and there should be 
general umbrella messaging for all groups but could have additional specific messaging for 
certain target groups.  

• Mediacom feels speed and reliability are the standard benefits of broadband and that a new 
vocabulary to discuss speed and reliability would be needed to combat 5G.  Hatch will be working 
on how to speak to consumers on 5G and what fresh verbiage to use for forward thinking and 
positioning.  

• Hatch asked the group if they were on track with building the 5G framework and if they are any 
items they may have missed - Cox noted the urban millennial profile is more transient in many 
more ways with regards to careers, families, etc.  They also saw a group who were focused on 
data consumption. 

 

Action Items/Next Steps 
 

Topic for next call: 
• Continue to discuss 5G Messaging Framework. 
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Call Notes – October 14 

Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Mark Snow welcomed the group and provided an overview for the call. 
 
Call Attendees: 
 
Charter – David Gray 
Comcast – Sarah New 
Comcast – Peter Intermaggio 
Comcast – Ginny Too 
Cox – Sidd Negretti 
Cox – Wendy Rosen 
Mediacom – Dianne Schanne 
CTAM – Mark Snow, Deepa Venkataraman, Renee Harris 
 

5G Messaging Framework Overview 
 
As a follow up from our September 14 call, Hatch 130 has developed messaging touchpoints to combat 
5G.   Scott Lilly, Hatch 130, presented a 5G Messaging Touchpoints Overview. Hatch used the Mover 
audience as the target to develop these touchpoints. 
 
Highlights of the presentation are as follows: 
 

• Messaging Touchpoints include: 
o Reliability – several different taglines for this touchpoint 
o Connectivity – one of the critical touchpoints – “Home is where the connection is” 
o Empowerment – Consumers have a choice, so we want to give them all the information 

and tools they need and empower them to make the right choice.  
o Security – Data and privacy are of utmost importance now more than ever so consumers 

want to know they will be protected. 
• Audiences include: 

o Movers 
o The Life Changer 
o The Remote Worker/Learner 
o The Late Adopter 

 
Group Discussion 
 

• Comcast noted that in Security messaging it should be specified that it is for the consumer’s 
home network. 

• Comcast feels the themes and messaging presented are in the right place for the mover 
audience.  To combat 5G, Comcast will lean in on Speed, reliability, and security.  Comcast feels 
T-Mobile, in these early days of 5G, will not have speeds to compete. 

• Charter also agrees the messaging work is aligned with their current work and thinking. 
• Hatch 130 asked the group if the messages presented would resonate with existing customers.  

Comcast stated the themes are correct and messages work for movers because movers are a 
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shopping audience but does not feel they would necessarily convert the base.  Comcast is 
constantly reinforcing value to their existing base; so, for them, these messages are aligned, but 
not additive.    

• Mediacom asked how MSOs might speak about their cable internet versus anyone participating 
CBRS bidding spectrum, and is there anything in this 5G conversation that might affect the 
discussion?  Hatch 130 advised that they did not take this into consideration when developing the 
messaging.  The focus is on broadband, and how to tackle 5G as it becomes more prominent in 
the press and consumer mindsets. 

• Cox feels the themes are aligned with their work but would like to discuss further internally and 
share the presentation with appropriate creative team members. 

 

Action Items/Next Steps 
 

• Any additional feedback to be shared by early next week.  Next call will be held in November 
at which time final go-to-market creative/messaging will be reviewed. 
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Digital Retention 
Participants 
Armstrong – Peter Grewar  
Cable One – Nanci Campbell 
Charter – Jennifer Garrett 
Charter – Kathleen Griffin 
Charter – Roseanna Underwood 
Comcast – Dina Pappas 
Comcast – Ken Flynn  
Cox – Tony Maldonado  
Mediacom – Eric Schoenfeldt  
Rogers – Mehrzad Ghassemi 
 
Mission/Overview 
 
MSO member representatives are engaged in monthly discussions to offer best practices, findings, and 
testing. Mission for 2020 is to focus on efforts to transition retention to the digital realm. Specific subjects 
include work efforts to digitize onboarding and welcome processes (and associated documentation), 
moving online the efficient presentation and processing of choice to customers who are rolling off 
promotions, the measurement and value of product engagement in retention efforts, loyalty programs and 
the retentive impact of incorporating streaming services into the video delivery platform. 
 

Year-End Summary 
 
Retention is a long-running topic group for CTAM MSO Members. This team, regardless of changes in 
composition, always seems to find plenty to discuss and many best practices to share. The group has 
kept a running list of subjects of interest this year and will likely use it as a jumping-off point for 2021 
planning. Topics affirmed/reaffirmed in December appear first in this list. 
 
 
• RETAINING THE COHORT OF BROADBAND CONNECTS DURING COVID ONCE THE 

PANDEMIC ENDS 
• Continues to be of interest although most companies pleasantly surprised by progress of 

these customers 
• Several indicate they have not seen expected degradation/churn and that non-pay cure rate 

has been better than expected 
• Some companies have paused non-pay processing for certain connects and/or implemented 

new payment options (e.g., 3/6/9/12 month plans) 
• Geographic requirements also differ for handling 
• Themes seen are of interest as these efforts progress to retain new broadband connects 

progress 
• HOW TO RETAIN BROADBAND-ONLY SUBS 

• Should be no such thing: all should have Flex (IPTV box) and/or Mobile? 
• HOW TO BEST MANAGE PLATFORM MIGRATION FROM LEGACY TO ADVANCED STB 

•  How best to do this; how fast; forced migration options? 
• PROACTIVE RETENTION 

• Mining network and product performance metrics to mine who is at risk and proactively retain 
them; how to do this while keeping costs down; avoid “poking the bear” 

• AGILE MARKETING  
• Several members are interested in pursuing a presentation/discussion of 

implementation approach/pitfalls with an experienced practitioner 
• NOTE: Cindy working to identify outside speaker 

• LOYALTY PROGRAMS  
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• Surfacing again at Cox, particularly in light of 5G 
• Comcast’s plans have continued to advance with stronger digital components 
• Ken & Dina willing to present re: Comcast’s loyalty program plans on a call 

• CHANNEL MIX OPTIMIZATION 
• Mehrzad raised this and considers it a sub-topic of transitioning functions to the digital 

channel 
• APPROACHES TO TRADITIONAL VIDEO SERVICES VS. STREAMING VIDEO SERVICES  

• Recognition of importance of keeping a video platform in house (e.g., 
providing on-screen home security notices) 

• Interest in whether it is a stabilizer if we integrate additional streaming video 
services into platform? (Cox beginning to get learnings) 

• SELF-INSTALLS  
• Dramatic increases in light of COVID-19 procedural requirements 
• What findings, process improvements, etc. have members identified for self-

installs? 
• PROMO ROLL-OFF  

• Cox is re-packaging entire account to a single roll-off date rather than upgrading individual 
services a la carte 

• Testing of communication proactivity and messaging 
• Clarity on primary objective of promo roll-off handing is important 
• Cox and Rogers are willing to present on promo roll-off approaches 
• NOTE: Will incorporated some aspects into September call (digital transition) 

• PRODUCT ENGAGEMENT 
• Share notes on product engagement 
• Of the various feature functionalities, which drive benefit, stability, retention 
• E.g., Voice remote use, app download/use 

• ENGAGEMENT WITH OTHER CTAM TEAMS 
• CTAM can connect this team to other CTAM teams if useful/when important topics arise 
• Teams include Sales, 5G, C5 (Care & Customer Experience Collective), Movers 

• TRANSITIONING RETENTION EFFORTS TO DIGITAL SPACE (was September call focus) 
 
 

Call Notes – May 22 

Welcome/Roll Call 
  
Call Attendees 
Armstrong – Peter Grewar  
Cox – Tony Maldonado  
Mediacom – Eric Schoenfeldt  
Rogers – Mehrzad Ghassemi 
Cable One – Nanci Campbell  
CTAM – Cindy Mirabella, Mark Snow  
  
Background 

• The Retention team was chartered 2014 and is the longest running CTAM team except Advanced 
Products Council 

• Original 2020 direction from Co-op Board was to home in on digital retention (examples): 
o Self-service upgrades/downgrades 
o Self-service care, education 
o Personalization of digital services based on ingested usage data to increase sat/retention 

• More recent direction: Focus on retention of new (COVID-19 era) broadband connects 
o What do we know about their motivations for subscribing? 
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o How should this information influence our strategies and approaches? 
o In addition, have we learned information to help in reclaiming lost video subscribers? 

  
Summary of Discussion 

• “Digital” retention can be viewed as a means to an end – a component and tool by which to 
address retention of new connects 

o Roll-off and re-packaging notices/offers/servicing 
o Upgrade offers & efforts to sync customers to single promotional end date 
o Engaging Connect2Compete customers in digital channels to manage costs (e.g., 

promotion ending, click for options) 
• Specific issues of the COVID-19 era include customers running higher-than-normal balances    
• The two flavors of video offered by some MSOs deserve separate attention: 

o Traditional video services (e.g., Cox Contour/C2, Xfinity X-1) 
o Cable streaming services (e.g., Comcast’s Flex) – “video experience” services, in Cox’ 

terminology  
 Netflix and other video services can be attached, integrated search benefit 
 Is accounted for as internet-related (vs. video-related) revenue by some MSOs 

• While the market for traditional video is shrinking, streaming video can maintain the video 
experience in the home, and the connection to the family “screen” 

• Mark reviewed research recently commissioned from Harris: CTAM COVID Broadband Adoption 
Study 

o An updated/annotated report is attached 
o 80% of new cable broadband subscribers report they will stay (higher than for telco) 
o Many of the moves seen in recent two months were “forced marches” (consolidating HH 

with parents, roommates) 
o Messaging and product around high-bandwidth, fast broadband is valuable for the more 

economically able 
  
Preferred Approach for Retention Team Going Forward 

• Monthly call (Cindy soliciting for standing date/time) 
• Participants come to call prepared to share  
• Balance practical “what we’re doing” with time for strategic discussion 
• Integrate digital efforts, including practices in handling promo roll-off 
• Explore Agile marketing and design thinking methodologies 

 
Call Notes – July 9 

 Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Call Attendees: 
 
Peter Grewar – Armstrong 
Nanci Campbell – CableOne 
Roseanna Underwood – Charter 
Dina Pappas – Comcast 
Tony Maldonado – Cox 
Mehrzad Ghassemi – Rogers 
Cindy Mirabella, Mark Snow – CTAM 
  
5G 
• Mark recapped a call with CTAM’s 5G Team, which is considering the virtue of finding commonality in 

message positioning against 5G 
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o Verizon’s 5G playbook is 3 months free 
o Install is hours long, but a Comcast study found customers have high degree of sat with the service 

itself 
o Comcast likely has the most 5G in footprint but still limited coverage of 5G so even research is 

difficult 
o In markets where 5G is available, high-value/high-risk cable HSD subs who exhibit a drop in usage 

may have “one foot out the door and the other on a banana peel” 
o Executing on retention vs. 5G is a potential focus for this team 
o Good work on this topic by New Street Media (we are still looking for this report to forward to you!) 
  
Roundtable 
• Cox working on taking retention efforts into digital realm 

o Engaging digital team deliberately in retention efforts, along with pricing/analytics, tech team 
o Campaign roll off-repackaging via email with links to options (good, better, best) 
o Trigger programs for base subscribers in fiber expansion market – click here for more value 

in exchange for contract 
o Trialing chat with reps who have access to suite of retention offers 
o Testing allowance of up to $25 for customers to shed revenue online, e.g. downgrades  

• Rogers pausing on channel shaping during COVID-19, but otherwise focused on: 
o Cost and revenue differences by channel, e.g. field sales events at big box stores involve 

rock bottom pricing and drive subsequent switching activity 
o Defining desired mix of channels 
o Migrating people to digital platform (currently perhaps less than 10% of acquisition – 

Canadian online purchase behavior lags vs. U.S., Rogers’ focus/capabilities plus existing 
wireless/retail opportunities) 

o Door-to-door proportion high – 40%-plus 
• Comcast COVID-19 response effort has been extensive, have also: 

o Identified 8 high-risk segments 
o Partnering with collections on an Xfinity assistance program to keep call centers from being 

bombarded 
o Differential handling of customers based on profile, e.g., those chronically in collections vs. 

unique situations related to COVID-19 (amnesty, payment plans, etc.) 
• Charter also dealing with a lot of moving pieces, different scenarios across footprint due to COVID-19 

o Addressing digital adoption, too – company-wide effort 
o Specifically focused on onboarding, including reducing print materials then and throughout 

the lifecycle 
o Experienced “seismic shift” in self-installs last several months 

• Comcast, Cox and Charter all seeing good balance catch-up/cure rates so far related to 
delinquencies/suspensions 

• Tony asked if anyone has pushed franchise-required notifications from print to digital format 
o Charter did this pre-COVID-19 

  
  
Call Notes – August 13 

  Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Call Attendees 
Nanci Campbell – CableOne 
Roseanna Underwood – Charter 
Ken Flynn, Dina Pappas – Comcast 
Tony Maldonado – Cox 
Eric Shoenfeldt – Mediacom 
Mehrzad Ghassemi – Rogers 
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Cindy Mirabella, Mark Snow – CTAM 
  
CTAM’s Annual Mover’s Study 
• Mark provided preliminary observations on this year’s study, just out of field 
• AT&T had a very strong last 12 months (2H19-1H20) in gigabit internet 
• High sell-in of gigabit internet and home automation 
• Once available, we will share study data with this team, as well as complementary data from Bruce 

Leichtman 
  
Running List/Review of Topics of Interest  
We reviewed topics in which members of this team has expressed interest in focusing, in order to develop 
plans for productive calls remainder of 2020 
• TRANSITIONING RETENTION EFFORTS TO DIGITAL SPACE 
• AGILE MARKETING 
• LOYALTY PROGRAMS 
• CHANNEL MIX OPTIMIZATION 
• RETAINING NEW COVID-19 BROADBAND CONNECTS 
• APPROACHES TO TRADITIONAL VIDEO SERVICES VS. STREAMING VIDEO SERVICES 
• SELF-INSTALLS 
• PROMO ROLL-OFF 
• Engagement with other CTAM teams 
 
  

Call Notes – September 10 

   Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Call Attendees: 
Kathleen Griffin, Roseanna Underwood – Charter 
Tony Maldonado – Cox 
Eric Shoenfeldt – Mediacom 
Cindy Mirabella, Mark Snow – CTAM 
 
AT&T Gigabit Internet Update 
• Mark provided an update on AT&T  
• Growth of 900K gigabit internet subs between 3Q19-2Q20 
• Still lost subscribers (presumably on lesser internet offerings) 
• Appear to be doing great job of upgrading existing subscribers 
• Per MoffettNathanson, leadership change could modify where they place bets; it’s possible they could 

focus on fiber again 
• AT&T is the largest non-government issuer of debt worldwide 
  
Digital Transition (primary topic) 

  
Roseanna (Charter) - Migration of customer welcome experience from print to digital delivery 

o Began a journey in 2019 to re-vamp welcome process, with FCC rule changes regarding 
notifications 

o Charter digitized materials that had had previously been printed en masse 
o Communication is immediate 

 Communication to new connects at time of work order OPEN is a key tenet 
 Emails are captured at the point of sale 

o On demand print and fulfillment daily via outside vendor close the gap where email not provided 
or hard/soft bounces occur 

 Customer can request and rep can then trigger at any point in tenure 
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o Now that products have been more standardized, additional customer-based segmentation of 
materials is also possible 

 Name personalization plus beginning to better understand/apply knowledge of app use, 
auto-pay enrollment, etc. 

 Significant amount of subject-line testing 
o Looking for ways to continue and fully automate, remove paper entirely from the field trucks 

 Reps have mobile devices but some aspects of engaging them in this effort would be 
significant technical lift 

  
Eric (Mediacom) – Onboarding and the welcome guide 

o Eliminated the costly printing of a 30pp welcome guide 
o Put the guide online and include a link in the welcome email 

 Additional benefit of ability to keep up to date so most current information always 
accessed by customer 

 Customers can request paper copy 
o Email includes links to customer agreement, welcome guide, and app 

 54% open rate 
 18% click through rate 
 Less than 1% unsubscribe rate 

o Effort made to keep it simple – including too many calls to action prevents customers from 
engaging with the email 

 E.g., same email does NOT link to channel lineups 
  
Tony (Cox) – Digital marketing for roll-off/repackaging; Connect2Compete; Trigger programs; Chat trial 

• Working to digitize retention efforts across the board 
• Roll-off is a key churn trigger and has always received a lot of attention 

 In past, have capped roll-off increases, since the higher the increase, the higher 
the call-in rate, churn and subsequent discounting 

 Have also observed in past that notification prior to roll-off accelerated churn for 
about 4 months 

 Now are communicating upcoming roll-off in digital and giving customer options: 
• Keep what you have 
• Repackage for more value, i.e., Good (~$5 less), Better (~$5 more), Best 

(~$10-15 more) 
• Customers are re-packaging in a way that overall revenue is better 
• Call-in volume and churn are improved 

 Existing customers can re-package entire account online at any time 
• Sequence offered is based on customer feedback in response to a small 

number of questions and options presented 
 Value enhancements are around channels, speed – products and tiers within 

products 
 Have switched from a product guardrail to a revenue guardrail (now allowing 

PSU drops online) 
 Customers can repackage more than once, but those on contract have to renew 

at the time 
• Engaging Connect2Compete customers in digital channels  

 Program is part of Keep Americans Connected Pledge 
 Offer is in the public realm - $9.99 
 Many subscribers have no other products 
 Built online experience for these customers: 

• Keep $9.99 
• Upgrade to Internet Essential 
• Disconnect 

 First time ever allowing online disconnect 
 Far fewer than expected are disconnecting, and more than expected are 

upgrading 
 The number/percent who have gone online so far is lower than expected 
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• Trigger programs for base subscribers in fiber expansion market 
 Proactive marketing done in areas where fiber is entering 
 In return for signing a two-year contract, customer gets next internet tier for no 

additional cost 
 Marketed in a way that avoids CPE switch 
 Measurable decrease in churn has resulted, and program has strong ROI 
 Program is very effective, and pushing to digital will allow increased scale and 

reach (leveraging same process as done for Connect2Compete) 
• Chat trial 

 40-60 chat reps can handle everything done on a call 
 So far seeing KPIs similar to inbound retention phone queue 
 Currently adjusting technology to allow reps to have multiple occurrences of open 

accounts in ICOMS to increase efficiency 
 BOT offers chat to customers who initiate certain searches on site 

  
  
Call Notes – November 12 

  Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Participants 
Peter Grewar – Armstrong 
Nanci Campbell – CableOne 
Roseanna Underwood - Charter 
Tony Maldonado – Cox 
Mehrzad Ghassemi - Rogers 
Cindy Mirabella, Mark Snow - CTAM 
 
Engagement/Usage Behavior and Effect on Retention 
Agreed-upon primary topic, was suggested on September call 
 
• Cox 

o Consider engagement a rich area, planning to pursue even further 
o Want to identify the analytics the specific product/feature usage that lowers churn 
o Confident that analytics to date are very rigorously completed 
o Engagement analysis fits into triggers and stabilizers framework 

 Triggers and stabilizers are analyzed by product set, channel interaction 
 Also analyzed by some service plans, even credit class 

o Engagement at broad level includes non-product engagement 
 These stabilizers include agreement/contract, use of EZ Pay, registration and 

moderate use of My Account portal 
 Excess use of My Account portal appears to be a churn trigger (customer weighing 

options, looking at price comparisons) 
 Cox Complete Care 

o Important to identify situations where use data not available and pursue if possible 
 Have learned from Comcast team that use of voice remote is a stabilizer 

o Some stabilization actions characterized as “non-regrettable” – can be applied across the 
board, regardless of tenure 

o Internet stabilizers 
 Panoramic WiFi (advanced security, enhanced WiFi) 

• Stabilizes accounts with >15 months tenure but doesn’t have same impact 
on those <15 months 

• Considered non-regrettable, and pursued with all subscribers/connects 
 Uptier activity 

o Video stabilizers 
 Contour2 (Comcast X-1 platform) 
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 DVR use 
 Presence of premiums 

o Phone stabilizers 
 Uptier 
 LD usage 
 Whether used or not in general 

o Significant finding that education work with customers is at the top of investment/payback of 
marketing activities 

 Brand marketing is also important 
• Rogers 

o SVOD and OTT use both generate churn improvement IF these services are accessed 
through the platform 

 Results are significant – worth getting customers to use the services 
 Screen savers promoting reminders/stimulation of use are employed to promote 

product engagement 
o Also using YouTube videos (excellent view-through) to encourage engagement – just say 

“help” into the remote 
 These videos also available on on-demand streamer 

o Churn propensity models incorporate low-med-high usage measures, whether customer is on 
offer or not and how rich offer is 

• Charter 
o Video viewing data used with app/IP-based products 

 No usage in first 2 weeks predictive of higher product churn 
 Analyzing what a drop in usage activity precedes 

o Usage data has been incorporated in targeting some communications but hasn’t resulted in 
additional customer response 

o A welcome email series launched last summer has generated better engagement and 
retention 

• Armstrong 
o Have seen some of the phenomena mentioned 
o Limited analytic resources 
o Have enhanced Wi-Fi product, and looking into other stabilizers  

 
 
Call Notes – December 10 
 

  Welcome/Roll Call 
 
Kathleen Griffin - Charter 
Roseanna Underwood - Charter 
Dina Pappas - Comcast 
Ken Flynn - Comcast 
Mehrzad Ghassemi - Rogers 
Peter Grewar - Armstrong 
Tony Maldonado - Cox 
Mark Snow - CTAM 
 
 
Member Presentations: What is the impact of offering mobile services on customer retention? 
 
COMCAST: 
 
Early on, most wireless connects were with existing 3P subs; today that has shifted somewhat to include 
more broadband (BB) only subs. This tends to be more of the newer BB only subs vs. the long-tenured 
ones. 
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Retention offers for the first time launched around the time of the new Apple iPhone release.  
 
Offering incentives to new BB only connects to add mobile in the first 90 days. 
 
Pandemic BB connects - concern about long-term.  Will they return to mobile only?  Chance to get them 
to add Xfinity Mobile and/or Flex between now and the end of Pandemic when people start to return to 
work and/or school. 
 
There is churn improvement when mobile is part of the product set. 
 
Promo Roll-off – using mobile add-on/upgrade to non-mobile subs during the promo roll-off moment can 
be a very good thing - material savings and high satisfaction. 
 
There is a way, working with a data vendor, to append wireless service information files with wireless 
phone numbers – contract status, carrier, pre- vs. post-paid, etc. 
 
 
CHARTER: 
 
Mobile penetration is still very low - but a lot of directional goodness so far. 
 
Haven’t fully pulled mobile into the retention flow - movers is the exception, working with the JV and 
CTAM’s mover program. 
 
See the best results with HH that have a mix of plans (by the GIG, unlimited). Would indicate that choice 
adds value, but these subs comprise the smallest segment of mobile subs overall. 
 
Existing subs are more likely to add mobile than new connects. 
 
Relationship churn is better with mobile. 
 
But they do see early tenure mobile downgrade churn.  Working to understand why - connect issues, 
confusion. 
 
Win-back campaign - reaching out to recent port outs to get folks to reconsider and come back. 
 
Advice for those contemplating a wireless offering: 
 
Comcast: when launching mobile, get a hold on possible device fraud early on.   
 
Channels in order of scale: retail, digital/e-commerce, then call centers.  Out-bound TM is hard. 
 
Topics discussed for 2021: 
 

• Retaining the cohort of broadband connects during COVID once the pandemic ends (Mark-
CTAM) 

• How to retain broadband only subs – should be no such thing: all should have Flex (IPTV box) 
and/or Mobile (Ken-Comcast) 

• How best to manage platform migration (from legacy to advanced STB) – how best to do this; 
how fast; forced migration options (Mehrzad-Rogers)  

• Proactive Retention – mining network and product performance metrics to mine who is at risk and 
proactively retain them; how to do this while keeping costs down; avoid “poking the bear” 
(Mehrzad- Rogers) 

• Loyalty programs – who is doing them (again) and what does success look like (NPS vs. churn) 
(Tony-Cox) 
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2021 Preview 
 
Co-Op Board Approved Topics 
 
 

• Convergence (progression of the Bundling topic): evolution towards a seamless connectivity 
platform in the home for consumers that is powered by broadband  

• Competition: how to leverage the power of 5G in the marketplace   
• Retention:  focus on nurturing and the customer base across channels (phone, mail, digital, etc.) 

across the lifecycle  
• Serviceability: Board to revisit 2019 serviceability output before deciding what 2021 focus would 

be and what type of SMEs should participate 
 
Proposed Timeline 
 

KICK-OFF CALL BY FEBRUARY 29, 2021 
ONGOING CALLS BY TOPIC GROUP EVERY FOUR TO SIX WEEKS 
TOPIC GROUP WRAP-UP BY SEPTEMBER 2021 
YEAR-END SUMMARY PRESENTED TO CO-OP BOARD IN OCTOBER 2021 
NEW TOPICS TO BE FINALIZED BY DECEMBER 2021 
 
 
CTAM Contacts 
  
Mark Snow, SVP/GM Consumer Marketing & Insights 
301.485.8926  
mark@ctam.com 
 
Deepa Venkataraman, VP, Consumer Marketing 
301.485.8910 
deepa@ctam.com 
 
Cindy Mirabella, Consultant 
cindy@ctam.com 
 
Renee Harris, Project Management Analyst + Executive Assistant to Mark Snow 
301.485.8899 
renee@ctam.com  
 
CTAM Knowledge Portal: https://knowledge.ctam.com/  
 
 

mailto:mark@ctam.com
mailto:deepa@ctam.com
mailto:cindy@ctam.com
mailto:renee@ctam.com
https://knowledge.ctam.com/
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Appendix - Presentations 
 
Analyst Take on the State of 5G Today and Tomorrow 
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5G Consumer Insights – Cox 
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5G Messaging Framework September 2020– CTAM 
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5G Messaging Framework December 2020 - CTAM 
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